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What a blast at Capital cup SHINNY TOURNAMENT
The shinny tournament has been continued
by Councillor David Chernushenko who,
like Clive in the past, officiated and kept the
palpable intensity nicely under control. Clive
made a guest appearance and took a few
shifts with the Heron Park Hackers who,
for the first time in half a decade, won
one of their games.

Front row, left to right: David Perras, Sophie Veronneau, Marge Leach, Ian White, Mike
Domanski, Andrew Matsukubo, David Chernushenko; and back row: Adam Perras, Keevin
Finnarty, Jared Laginski, Mike Bays, Natalie Saunders, Chantal Boulet, Geoff Cass, Jeff
Hovey and Colin MacLean.

Glebe GG's Almost Dethrone Hosers
(Editor's note: Reporter John Dance
is an Ottawa Easter so there may be
certain fabrications, embellishments
and distortions in his accounting of the
Glebe's loss.)
The Glebe Goal-Getters got a glimpse
of glory as they faced the Ottawa East
Hosers in the final of the Capital Ward
Cup, emblematic of shinny supremacy
in Canada, or at least in the heart of the
nation. Alas, Glebe's four men and one
woman in black fell just short and the
Hosers won the championship for the
third time in its five year history.
Yet along the way the Goal-Getters
crushed the Ottawa South Moose
and the Heron Park Hackers. Faced
with almost perfect winter conditions
at Heron Park - brilliant sun, a balmy
temperatures of -10 degrees, and hard,
smooth ice - the Goal-Getters opened
the tournament with a close loss to the
Hosers but at the end of the round robin,
the Glebe squad had finished second so

The same can't be said of the Hosers' arch
rivals, the Ottawa South Moose, the team
that snatched the cup from the Hosers in the
dying minutes of the championship game
last year. This year the Moose were lost
somewhere in the woods, dropping all three
games. David Wylynko, the Moose general
manager, congratulated the Hosers after the
game but warned, "We’ll get you back next
year. Had six guys hurt or away this year and
four bailed two days beforehand…Hockey
players, man, all they do is whine about their
salaries and bonuses."

they got to face-off in the final against
the Hosers, a polished set of players
from Brantwood Park, the finest outdoor
rink in the City (that is if you like rinks
without boards).

Similar excuses were offered by Colin
"Cap'n Crunch" MacLean of the Heron Park
Hackers who claimed, "If anyone should be
whining, it should be me. Imagine how I felt
when three of my guys couldn’t make bail.”

By this point, faces red from exertion and
strong winds, the Glebeites met their
match against the greater manned and
womanned cross-canal rival with its nine
players. The depth of the Hosers meant
that Edmonton Oiler Ben Eager, another
Brantwood Park alumnus, could rest for
the evening game against the Senators
and Hoser veteran Paul Dewar could do
less important things like debate NDP
leadership matters.

David Perras, Glebe’s general manager,
commented, “We were a last-minute throwntogether outfit, but we certainly had a good
time. And it might just have been the last
good outdoor ice weekend of the winter.”

The Capital Ward Cup is a lovely, albeit
puzzling, trophy introduced by former
Capital Ward Councilor Clive Doucet.
The trophy features a player holding a
pen facing off against one with a hockey
stick. The symbolism (the pen is mightier
than the hockey stick?) is not perfectly
clear to the pucksters fighting for cup
possession.
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DATES TO REMEMBER

Public Meeting To Plan A Community Orchard
When: Tuesday, March 20th at 7:00 PM
Where: Heron Park Community Centre
What: Share your ideas as we consider planting a Community
Orchard later this spring.
Community Association Meetings
First Tuesday of the Month unless otherwise noted on the
website or through the email list. Contact Rosella MacNeil at
rosella.macneil@sympatico.ca if you would like to keep informed
of changes to meeting dates, or check the website
(www.heronpak.ca)
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COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION
President’s Report
This year’s Winter Carnival at Heron Park was another great success.
After inaugurating the annual Capital Ward Cup, a shinny tournament
between the four Capital Ward Community Associations five years ago,
the winter classic returned to Heron Park. The Heron Park Hackers
took advantage of the home ice to start the day by chalking up a win,
their first of the tournament! Let me state categorically that this win
was in no way related to the fact that yours truly was keeping score.
Blessed with some keen new talent, the Hackers looked really sharp
as they edged the Old Ottawa South team handily. Unfortunately their
cutting attack was blunted by the Old Ottawa East squad, an extremely
talented and fast team who eventually won the Cup. In every game the
Hackers scored goals and their fast-skating blades continued to chip
away at the competition throughout the day. Congratulations Hackers
on your record-breaking achievement, and congratulations to Old
Ottawa East whose talented skaters truly earned their prize.
Despite a frosty day, young and old enjoyed shinny, broomball, and
other games at the Carnival. A visit from Dexter the Dinosaur livened
up the afternoon, and hotdogs, hamburgers, chili, and desserts were
available courtesy of our top-notch culinary talent of Donna, Maritala,
Rosella, Kayla, Judy, Ruth, Cathy, Diane, Jason, Heather, two Sarahs,
Roselyn, Olita, and Randy. Thanks everyone. Special thanks to
Maritala for buying the food and to Colin for organizing the shinny
tournament. We are very lucky to have so many dedicated and
resourceful neighbours.
During the Carnival, Carleton architecture graduate student Andrew
Slade demonstrated his large model of the park and invited participants
to share their ideas for a new community centre. Andrew has been
coming to the Wednesday Night Program for some weeks to solicit
input as well. His efforts on our behalf have been exemplary and we
are truly grateful for all his work. He has done a great deal to make the
community aware of our needs and to develop a vision that puts the
“community” in Community Centre. Thanks Andrew.
Meanwhile, on the Community Centre front, we are in the process of
setting up a registered charity. Once this process is complete people
wil be able to donate to build a new community centre and to fund
programs in it (such as the Wednesday Night Program) and receive
a charitable donation tax receipt in return. It will take at least a few
months yet to get everything set up but once we do we will be launching
a major fundraising initiative. A community centre that encompasses
everything we need (large multipurpose room, kitchen, meeting rooms,
possible bocce court, etc) will be of course a major expenditure. We
don’t need to raise all of the money to build it but the city won’t take
us seriously until we are willing to plunk down some bucks. So please
stay tuned, and if you have ideas for a big fundraising event please
send me a note at jameshmclaren@gmail.com. We not only want to
raise money but we want to bring the Heron Park community together
and to have some fun. So put your thinking caps on!
A number of residents have had problems with the noise and the
number of buses on Clementine since the change to the route 112 in the
fall. Together with Councilor Chernushenko’s office we have explored
various options for changing the bus service, none of which have been
entirely satisfactory. In April there will be a change: the 112 route after
about 11:30 at night and before 6:00 in the morning will travel on Bank
Street rather than on Belanger and Clementine. We hope this change
will be less disruptive for those who live near these streets. I know a lot
of residents are dissastisfied with this situation and also with the level
of overcrowding on the 112. Please keep in mind that the so-called
“optimization” in September was really a massive $20 million cut to OC
Transpo and many local routes throughout the city were removed, not
just the 115. They can’t restore the 115 because they simply don’t have
the money to do it. In fact it took considerable persuasion last spring
to maintain what service we have in our neighbourhood – the original
plan was to remove service entirely from Heron Park South. It’s not only
us that’s been suffering but the whole city. We will continue to lobby
to improve this situation along with our fellow community associations
but it won’t happen overnight.
Submitted by James McLaren
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Thank You to all those who deliver the Heron Park Herald
Angie Bueneman, Bill Weatherup, Cynthia Modjeski, Diane Ferrier, Derek Maidment, Eileen McGurrin, Gloria Williams, Jacob,
James McLaren, Jane Supino, Joan Lesiak, Johanne Bérubé,
Judy Mordy, Julia Driedger, Kelly Thomas, Lyn McDonald,
Lynn McKenzie, Michel Sader, Milada Svoboda, Miriam Koene,
Mrs. Paquette, Randy Paladeau, Rosella Mac Neil, Ruth McDonald, Suzanne Hiscock.

YOUR BUSINESS CARD SIZED
ADVERTISEMENT FOR A LOCAL OR HOMEBASED BUSINESS COULD BE HERE!
For details on pricing (and discount packages)
contact Donna Silver at donnasilver@mac.com
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Looking Back And Moving Forward
Ottawa’s First Community Orchard
Orchards are nothing new to our neighbourhood and you are
among the first few people to hear of their triumphant return!
Heron Park Community Association has received approval from
the city to plant and manage Ottawa’s first Community Orchard on
a small plot of vacant parkland north of our community center. It
will provide families an opportunity to participate in plantings and
harvests, while creating a tranquil space to read a book or walk
your dog
We invite you, your friends and neighbours to join us and share your
ideas as we consider planting an orchard this spring. The meeting
is set for March 20th, 7 pm in the Heron Park Community
Centre (on Clover at Richard). See you there.
The grey dotted areas on the map included below shows the two
areas where the planting will take place. The City will be helping
us to prepare the area by providing digging equipment to remove
the Buckthorn and other random bushes that currently grow there.
In the 1920’s and 1930’s there were several market gardens in
our area that supplied the Byward Market and local grocers. A
few apple trees still stand in back yards and along urban creeks
where the nearby orchards of Charles M. Billings, Joseph Lafrance
and Albert Plant once stood. However, most of these trees are
showing their age. The sole remaining apple tree at the Billings
Estate National Historic Site may bloom for the last time this spring.

Proposed site for the orchard, looking north from the fence
Taking a cutting from these heritage trees is one way that we can
start an orchard (while preserving a bit of local history). Other
options include receiving young fruit trees through the City’s
Parks and Streetscape Tree Planting program or applying for
funding to plant some larger mature trees through initiatives as
Tree Canada’s Edible Fruit & Nut community planting program.
While it may take two or three years before a new community
orchard is producing a ton of fruit, it is realistic to expect that two
dozen well managed trees could produce a few thousand pounds
of fruit in less than five years. Because our orchard will not be
privately owned, it will be up to the community to decide what is
done with the excess fruit.
Hopefully that shouldn’t be a problem. Some ideas already put forth
include sharing fruit with families who help harvest, and holding
fruit preservation workshop . Also, the Heron Emergency Food
Centre served more than 13,000 individuals in 2011 (including
close to 6,000 children) and they would gladly accept any healthy
food our community is willing to donate.
Clearly there is a growing number of citizens who believe that the
city's healthiest produce should be available to everyone, not only
to those who are afforded the mobility, additional free time and
disposable income currently required to obtain it.

Looking south towards the
community centre

Looking north towards the
future orchard location

Like all great community based initiatives, this project requires
community support and involvement. If you would like to help
out - be sure to attend the first meeting at the community centre
on March 20th, 7 pm. If you can’t attend, but would like to be
involved, more details on how you can participate will be posted
on the website: www.heronpark.ca.
Submitted by Jason Garlough
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City Beat
Lansdowne’s Gettin’ Me Down
The Stage 2 Site Plan for the Lansdowne shopping mall/
improvement plan is now out. You can see it if you’re so inclined
here: http://tinyurl.com/7h45auj. I have difficulty seeing what
is different from previous versions. It is supposed to be more
integrated with the surrounding community. Yes, I can see now
how it integrates with all the other huge stadia and malls in the
Glebe and Old Ottawa South! Especially amusing in the pictures is
how the 18 storey towers on Bank Street are all kind of ghostly and
ethereal. It will be a great achievement in the annals of architecture
– partially transparent office towers! Actually, this is supposedly
because the plans for the office towers are not finalized yet – it has
nothing to do with making them look less hulking and colossal in
the pictures. Nothing to see here people! Move along.
On the topic of towers, the city has received only one bid for the
rights to build them, for only $3 million, less than half what the
city was expecting. Apparently, there isn’t a great market for big
office towers in the middle of a residential section of the city with
no access to rapid transit and no pre-existing clients. Who knew?
Oh, and guess who bid $3 million for the “air rights”? Yup, Minto
Construction, the principal player behind the OSEG partnership
that will reap the rewards of the Lansdowne Partnership Plan.
What a coincidence.
No matter how much lipstick they put on this thing, the bottom line
is that there is insufficient road and transit capacity for the size of
the development. The amount of parking on the site will actually be
less than there is now, 9000 spaces short of what would normally
be required. If you or I walked into City Hall with this development
plan tomorrow we would be laughed right out of the building. There
is a lot of talk about shuttle buses and people parking elsewhere
for events like football games. I’ll believe it when I see it. Even
if they do, there is not enough road capacity for buses to move
people to and from the park quickly. Football at Lansdowne Park
failed not because the previous owners were bad people, and
not because the park wasn’t pretty enough. It failed because not
enough people attended games, and the main reason they didn’t
was it was too much of a pain to get there and home again. It looks
like ten years from now we’ll once again be wondering what to do
with the Lansdowne Park white elephant, only this time it’ll be after
having blown over $200 million on it.
Section 37 – Will It Be Heaven?
What is Section 37, you ask? Was it that thing that Klinger was
always trying to get on MASH by wearing dresses? No, it’s part of
the provincial Planning Act that allows cities to charge developers
extra or to require them to build community amenities, such as
parks or community centres, where they build things that are much
larger than the zoning allows. Why hasn’t Ottawa been doing this
since Section 37 was added to the Planning Act in 2006, you ask?
Ummm ... well ... hmm ... I suppose one could argue that Section
37 essentially allows developers to buy their way around zoning

regulations. On the other hand, so far developers in Ottawa have
been getting around zoning regulations for free, so I guess this
constitutes progress. Anyhoo, Planning Committee agreed in
February to adopt Section 37 guidelines for Ottawa.
Guess how the developers feel about this. Go on, guess, you’ll
never guess! They say that this is a bad thing as it will drive up
housing costs: Because the community improvements will come
out of their profit margins, they’ll have to jack up prices. I guess the
idea of lowering their profit margins from “obscene” to “excessive”
is not in the cards, huh? All in all, I think a handy general purpose
mantra for city councils everywhere might be the following: If
the developers are dead-set against it, it’s probably a good idea.
Hmm... catchy. Might make a nice T shirt.
A Mania for Stadia
In other expensive unpopular sports team acquisition news,
recently the finance and economic development committee of city
council voted to spend $6 million to fix up the Ottawa Stadium
for a Double A team. You know, the place on Coventry Road,
the other empty stadium that was built at taxpayer expense for a
sports franchise owned by a well-known local entrepreneur that
eventually failed. Not sure why, when Triple A baseball failed, that
Double A is going to fare so much better. I guess that some city
councillors feel that the main problem before was just too many
“A”s. Logic would therefore dictate that if there is such a thing as
Triple B baseball, it would be an outstanding success. Not to worry
though, because the city will recoup the $6 million expense from
rent paid by the new team after only 15 years! Ouch, my sides
– too much laughing. You know, I thought after a certain mayor
left the scene I would have trouble finding dumb things that city
council does to wax snarky about for this column. Oh, how wrong
I was.
Regular readers, if they haven’t given up in disgust by now, might
perhaps detect a certain anti-sports bias in City Beat. I admit that
I’m not particularly interested in professional sports: I just don’t see
the point. On the other hand, a number of city councillors are big
sports fans, and I wonder if they’re making decisions on the basis
of what’s good for the city or what’s good for them personally. Is
it really in the city’s best interest to spend $6 million on a baseball
stadium, and well over $200 million on Lansdowne Park, for what
is essentially a taxpayer subsidy to private businesses? Hey, if
someone wants to run a baseball team or a football team in Ottawa,
I say go for it. Go buy the team, build a stadium or lease an existing
one at market value, and have at it. If it’s successful, great! If not,
well, lots of new businesses fail. That’s the way the ball bounces
hardy, har, har. I just don’t see why we, the taxpayers, should
subsidize someone’s business just because it’s a sports franchise
as opposed to a restaurant or a movie theatre or whatever.
Submitted by James McLaren

Victory started the day for the Hackers at this
years Capital Cup Shinny Tournatment!
The elusive ‘victory jinx’ has finally been broken and
heartfelt thanks for getting the task done are owed to
these die-hard believers and achievers:
Susan Winkelaar, Chelsea Vickers, Sara Browne, Kait
Rihel, Benito Corsi, Assistant Captain Leo Derome, Justin
Leblanc, Captain Colin MacLean and Marty McKale.
Kneeling Assistant Captain Rob Knights. Missing from
photo: Clive Doucet
Next year? You bet this team will be there again, and
new recruits are always welcomed to to take part in the
Hackers efforts to win the Capital Cup. Just get in touch
with Colin by dropping by the rink next season.
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Wednesday
Night

Program

SALUS COMMUNITY HOUSING
Mental illness is one of the biggest challenges
to our nation's health and well-being. It has
been estimated that one in five Canadians
will require treatment for a psychiatric
problem during his or her lifetime.
Until the 1950s availability of psychiatric
treatment in Canada was very limited,
mostly in provincial mental hospitals. In the
50s and 60s the introduction of antipsychotic
and antidepressant drugs made treatment of
illnesses more effective. Hospital stays were
shortened, and the population of provincial
mental hospitals decreased. At first,
people thought that all psychiatric patients
needed was access to psychiatric care and
medication. For many, this was true. But for
others, the hospital had provided treatment,
housing and recreation. Releasing them into
the community without supports resulted in
breakdown and rehospitalization.

In 1975 a group of psychiatrists, social
workers, and other interested citizens began
studying the problem and proposing solutions.
It seemed that the most fundamental need
was for housing with supports.

Today Ottawa Salus Corporation is a
professional organization with over seventy
staff. Our support services include case
management, community development,
recreation, rehabilitation and occupational
therapy. We provide a range of all of our
services in French and English and many
are provided to Deaf clients, as several of our
staff are trained in American Sign Language
and langue des signes québécoise.
Because of our fundraising program, we
are able to provide limited grants to enable
clients to pursue individual interest courses
at College, University and in the community.
We work closely with agencies like Canadian
Mental Health Association, Causeway,
Montfort Renaissance and the Royal Ottawa
Hospital.

Ottawa Salus Corporation is a not-for profit
corporation, chartered under the laws of
Ontario in 1977. It provides supportive
housing, together with rehabilitative services,
to assist persons recovering from mental
illnesses to regain their health and to take
their rightful place in society.

Successful rehabilitation is client-centered.
It recognizes that every individual is unique
with his or her own needs and abilities. It
focuses on enhancing abilities and learning
new skills. While it is necessary to recognize
disabilities, rehabilitation is concerned with
learning to overcome them.

Our beginnings were very simple. Since
we had no money at all, we began by
encouraging clients referred to us to pool
their resources. Three or four clients would
live together, sharing the rent and other
costs. Unfortunately this simple approach
ran into problems. The residents often had

Submitted by Lisa Ker

This was the background that led to the
founding of Ottawa Salus.

Free!!!
Supervised activities
for Kids and Teens
Parents Welcome

Wednesdays-5:30pm to 7pm
Heron Park
Community Centre

Heron Park (Heron Road
and Clover Street)
Shinny
Skating Skills
Games & Logic Puzzles
Math Challenges
Reading Help
Arts & Crafts

Colin MacLean
613-863-5101

cmaclean_esl@yahoo.com

Note: Lisa Ker is the Executive Director
of Ottawa Salus. Salus will be meeting
with Heron Park residents in the coming
months to discuss plans for their newest
project on Clementine Blvd.
For all your real estate needs, call:

Equipment, learning
materials, food and drinks
will be provided

Funding provided by HPCA
and generous neighbours

poor social skills, and ran into conflicts. Living
alone, they were often desperately lonely.
But going directly into a group living situation
was not the answer. We decided that we
needed to set up a staffed home where
clients could learn social and practical skills.
Funding was hard to obtain, but unwilling
to let the project die, three board members
guaranteed a bank loan, and we purchased
a home. CMHC provided money to repay
the bank and in August 1979, the Ministry of
Health agreed to support us.

If you are interested in learning
more about Neighbourhood Watch
or setting a watch up on your street,
contact Colin MacLean at 613 8635101 for more details.
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COMMUNITY CENTRE VISIONS - Part 3
New Heron Park Community Centre:
Designs By The Community
After about 4 months of trying out different ways
of collecting ideas from the community for a new
Community Centre (a self-conducted needs
assessment per se), we have recently started to put
some of these comments into effect in the form of
various design options.
The purpose is to explore a range of possibilities for
a new Community Centre so that we can figure out
the variety of needs this facility might require to suit
the Heron Park community.
The basic design methodology is as follows:

1/ Create a Project Symbol
This is meant to encapsulate the idea we have for
the community or Community Centre. It can help
us remember and quickly identify the main idea
inherent to each design option.

2/ Provide a summary of the idea.
Each ‘design option’ booklet displays a small chart to
help compare certain qualities between the various
design options. The first column describes the
estimated cost of construction - which is primarily
based on square footage, or design complexity.
The second column measures the amount of multiuseable space in the design proposal - this is based
on the amount of multi-use rooms and/or open and
flexible spaces that can offer different activities
at different times. The third and final column
represents the amount of phasing possible in the
design - planning for future growth.

Above: Interior rendering of centrally located kitchen, with Clover Street
entrance on the left and rink level entrance on the right.

Below: Possible use of roof as an outdoor area.

3/ Identify where the idea came from:
The first section, Design Premise, explains
where the idea came from - be it an informal
conversation or interactive design discussion
during the Wednesday Night Program, an email,
a note from meeting minutes, a comment or
outcome from survey results, or even something
mentioned in today’s discussion. References to
these sources are used as often as possible and
can appear on other pages of the ‘design option’
booklet as well.
The second section, Design Process, briefly
explains how this idea was interpreted through
the design on the building.

4/ Visualizing the idea:
This step demonstrates the act of transforming
the idea from words to diagrams, sketches, or
any other type of drawing.

5/ Programming the building
This section shows which programs (or room
types) are involved in the design and their rough
location in relation to the site.

6/ Shaping the programs
This section explores how the programs can be
manipulated to suit the initial idea. (for example,
“Kitchen as a central node,” in this design option)

SPRING 2012
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COMMUNITY CENTRE VISIONS - Part 3
7/ Assessing the design
After the initial design idea has found a
balance with the functional requirements of
the building, there is one final step: The
refining stage makes any adjustments
possible to increase:
(A) Multi-useable spaces – allow for
flexibility of spaces for different activities
and events to take place. (Useful technique
in a Community Centre because activities
are always changing due to the seasons or
new members or programs for example)
(B) Level of phasing possible – Allows
the design to be constructed in phases
over the years. This could be a useful
approach to help provide time for adequate
fundraising. (i.e. Phase I, build kitchen and
gathering spaces, Phase II, build multipurpose room).
(C) Energy Efficiency – the integration
of passive solar orientation or natural
ventilation for example are traditional
techniques that can be used to cut back on
energy consumption and use in a building.
It is worth incorporating these details
wherever it is possible as it will reduce the
operating costs of the building and rely less
on mechanical heating and cooling.
8/ Communicating the Experience

Above illustrates the site’s solar advantages
Photo below illustrating the appeal of moving the entrance to Clover Street

Finally, what is the point of all this work if
no one can understand it? The last section
focuses on making these ideas, drawings,
and images coherent and easy-to-read
so that everyone can get a sense of what
these ‘design options’ could look like.
Vignette. ”In theatrical script writing, sketch
stories, and poetry, a vignette is a short
impressionistic scene that focuses on one
moment or gives a trenchant impression.”
(source: Wikipedia)
The “design option’ booklets end with
a series of images to communicate the
building’s use.
Please use the website to provide your
comments and feedback on these design
options as we post them online. We look
forward to hearing more great ideas from
the community!

The images included here display an idea discussed in late
November based on the premise of having a kitchen space
become the ‘centre node’ of the new Community Centre.
In response to this, the following design option looks at what this
‘Kitchen Central’ idea could be.

For more detailed information, and to provide your comments,
please see the Heron Park Website, http://heronpark.ca/)
All materials submitted for this page, and those that appear
on the web site were prepared by Andrew Slade. Andrew is a
graduate student of architecture at Carleton University.
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The View From Inside And Out:
Champlain Park Fieldhouse
Once again a foray into another community’s fieldhouse
to add another option to Heron Park residents of
what can be learned from what is done elsewhere.
Champlain Park is quite similar to Heron Park in that there
is a centrally located field house that once served as
change rooms for the two baseball diamonds. (This needs
to be confirmed, but that is the understanding from long
time residents.) The ball diamonds have been reduced to
one diamond with a later addition of a wading pool and of
course this is a community that is lucky enough to have a
rink with boards and an oval run by volunteers. They also
have a number of programs that they run in their fieldhouse/
community centre through the key agreement they have with
the city, similar to the agreement that exists in Heron Park.
Where they have the edge is they have managed, at
least fifteen years ago (pre-amalgamation) to have the
building renovated. The photos here show how it was
done - with my apologies for the lack of good focus on
the images, my camera got frozen on the way there.
The picture immediately below shows where the walls
between rooms have been removed and extra support made
with beams of solid wood. They run the width of the space
and result in quite an increase to the room size. The result
is a very spacious multi-purpose room, complete with a fully
functional kitchen and serving counter about 20 feet long
that is not shown here. There are also two large bathrooms
in the hallway behind the kitchen, with fold down change
tables and step stools for the daycare children to reach the
sinks. Minimal, but the people that I was able to chat with
who use this space tell me that it is just the right size for their
small community, and the programs that they run there.

visible to the right of the fieldhouse. It is an extremely hard plastic
container that houses the chlorine tank. Having it removed from the
field house opened the possibilities that Champlain Park residents
benefit from, most notable is the year round use of the centre.
Finally, the photo below shows an office and small meeting space
as well as storage overflow from the daycare. There is another
room not shown here that is a fully used floor to ceiling storage area.
What is not shown here is how the other side of the building, which
is not internally accessible, has a change room for rink or pool users
and a maintenance room that houses the mechanical equipment
and all the paraphenalia that belongs to the rink volunteers.
Worth considering for Heron Park’s future.

Submitted by Donna Sillver

The second picture shows the exterior of the building and
there are two points of note. First, it is easy to see how the
roof was expanded and improved as a result of the beams
used on the inside. Secondly, there is a rectangular shape

COMPUTER HELP IN YOUR HOME
WE COME TO YOU TO fIx
COMPUTER PRObLEMs.
Compu-Home is a highly
regarded family business located
right near you. Service is honest,
reliable, affordable and prompt.

613-731-5954

HOW CaN WE HELP YOU?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Computer slowdowns
Problems with Internet connections
Spam, spyware and security programs
Setting up and maintaining home and office networks
Printer problems
Helping plan, purchase and use new computer equipment
Transferring and backing up data
Using new digital cameras
Coaching

613-731-5954

info@compu-home.com
Malcolm and John Harding
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COLUMNS
What’s On At The Alta Vista Libr ary
CHILDREN/ ENFANTS
Storytime / Contes
Stories, rhymes, and songs for preschoolers and a parent or caregiver.
Ages 3-6. Registration. / Contes, rimes et chansons pour les enfants
préscolaires et un parent ou gardien. Pour les 3-6 ans. Inscription.
(10:30 am /10 h 30) (30 min.)
(Bilingual) Monday Mar 26, - Apr 23 - Session 2/ (Bilingue) Lundis 26
mars-23 avril -Session 2
(Bilingual) Monday May 07, - May 28 - Session 3/ (Bilingue) Lundis 7
mai-28 mai-Session 3
Family Storytime
Stories, rhymes and songs for children of all ages and a parent or caregiver. All ages. (2 pm) (30 min.)
Monday Mar 26 - Apr 23 - Session 2
Monday May 07 - May 28 - Session 3
Toddlertime / Tout-petits à la biblio
Stories, rhymes and songs for babies and a parent or caregiver. 18-36
months. / Contes, rimes et chansons pour les tout-petits et un parent ou
gardien. Pour les 18-36 mois. (10:30 am / 10 h 30) (30 min.)
(Bilingual) Tuesdays, Mar 27- Apr 24 – Session 2/ (Bilingue) Mardis 27
mars-24 avril - Session 2
(Bilingual) Tuesdays, May 08 - May 29 – Session 3/ (Bilingue) Mardis 8
mai-29 mai -Session 3
Babytime / Bébés à la biblio
Stories, rhymes and songs for babies and a parent or caregiver. 0-18
months. / Contes, rimes et chansons pour les bébés et un parent ou
gardien. Pour les 0-18 mois. (10:30 am / 10 h 30) (30 min.)
(Bilingual) Wednesday, (Bilingual) Wednesday, Mar 28 - Apr 25- Session
2/(Bilingue) Mercredis 28 mars-25 avril -Session 2
(Bilingual) Wednesday, May 09, - May 30 - Session 3 /(Bilingue) Mercredis 9 mai-30 mai-Session 3
Homework Club / Club de devoirs
Get tutoring and help with homework after school. Help is available in
math, reading and science, in French and/or English. Ages 7-18 Registration. Offered in partnership with E.A.G.L.E. Center/ Reçoit du tutorat
et de l'aide avec les travaux scolaires. De l'aide disponible avec les
mathématiques, la lecture et les sciences, en français et/ou anglais.
Pour les 7 à 18 ans. Inscription. Offert en partenariat avec E.A.G.L.E.
Centre. (5:00 pm / 17 h) (90 min.)
(Bilingual) Wednesdays, Jan 18 - May 30/ (Bilingue) Mercredis, 18 janvier-30 mai

TEENS
Teen Book Swap
Expand your reading repertoire and share your favourites. Choose a
book related to the theme; read, share then swap suggestions with other
members. Title suggestions available at the branch. Ages 13-17. (7
p.m.) (1 hr)
Tuesday Mar 20 - Book into Film
Tuesday Apr 17 - Novel in Verse
Tuesday May 22 - Crime's the Thing
Resume & Interview Skills with Youth Zone
Learn the elements of a good résumé, even if you have never had work
experience and improve your interview skills. Learn what questions you
can expect and the appropriate answers. Ages 13-18. Registration.
Thursday Mar 15, (4 pm) (2 hrs.)
Job Retention with Youth Zone
When young people get fired, 75% of the time it has nothing to do with
their way they perform the duties of the job but rather because of a lack
in self management skills. Learn what self-management skills are to improve your success in the workplace. Ages 13-18. Registration.Thursday
Mar 29, (4 pm) (2 hrs.)
Homework Club / Club de devoirs
Get tutoring and help with homework after school. Help is available in
math, reading and science, in French and/or English. Ages 7-18 Registration. Offered in partnership with E.A.G.L.E. Center/ Reçoit du tutorat
et de l'aide avec les travaux scolaires. De l'aide disponible avec les
mathématiques, la lecture et les sciences, en français et/ou anglais.
Pour les 7 à 18 ans. Inscription. Offert en partenariat avec E.A.G.L.E.
Centre. (5 p.m./ 17 h) (90min.)
(Bilingual) Wednesdays, Jan 18 - May 30,/(Bilingue) Mercredis 18 janiver-30 mai
N.B. Registration for programs starts on January 4 and for March break
programs on February 8./ L’inscription des programmes commence le
4 janvier et le 8 février pour les programmes du congé d’hiver. /Registration for all programs requires a valid OPL library card for each registrant./Toutes les personnes qui souhaitent s’inscrire à des programmes
doivent être titulaires d’une carte valide de la BPO.
The Alta Vista Library is located at 2516 Alta Vista Dr. For more information, please call 613-737-2837, ext. 26 / La bibliothèque Alta Vista est
située au 2516, promenade Alta Vista. Pour de plus amples renseignements, veuillez composer le 613-737-2837, poste 26.

MARCH BREAK / CONGE D’HIVER
Rugged Remedies
The Billings' were the first settlers in their area. How did they survive
without modern conveniences? Learn how Lamira cured them all with
medicinal remedies and make your own herbal tea to take home. Ages
6-12. Registration. Monday, Mar 12, (10:30 am ) (45 min.)
Avalanche to Zombie
Survival guide to natural disasters and unnatural phenomena. Ages
9-12. Registration. Monday, Mar 12, (2 pm) (1 hr)
Adventure Beat / Bouge de là! Musical Storytime.
Ages 3-5. Registration. / Contes musicaux. Pour les 3 à 5 ans. Inscription. (Bilingual)Tuesday, Mar 13, (10:30 am ) (45 min.). / (Bilingue) Mardi
13 mars, 10 h 30. (45 min.)
Fairy Tale Survival Kit / Pourrais-tu survivre aux contes de fées?
Bread crumbs, clever tricks and magic – be prepared! Ages 6-8. Registration. / Miettes de pain, astuces et tours de magie. Soyez prêts! Pour
les 6 à 8 ans. Inscription.
(Bilingual) Tuesday Mar 13, (2 p.m.) (45 min.)/ (Bilingue) Mardi 13 mars,
(14 h) (45 min.)
Stories to the Rescue / Histoires sans fin
Storytime for young imaginations. Ages 3-5. Registration. / Contes pour
éveiller l'imagination des enfants. Pour les 3 à 5 ans. Inscription.
(Bilingual) Wednesday Mar 14, (10:30 am) (45 min.) /(Bilingue) Mercredi 14 mars, 10 h 30 (45 min.)

Perseus and the Gorgon Medusa
Artelle Puppets bring you a performance of the popular story from Greek
mythology about Perseus' quest to slay the evil Medusa. Ages 7-12.
Registration.
Wednesday Mar 14, (2 pm ) (45 min.)
How Did They Build the Pyramids?
Both parents and children will enjoy this fascinating demonstration of
how Ancient Egyptians may have moved stones to build the pyramids.
Ages 7-12. Registration.
Thursday Mar 15, (10:30 am) (45 min.)
Imagination Station
Refuel your creativity tanks with crafts and activities. Ages 6-8. Registration.
Thursday Mar 15, (2 pm) (45 min.)
The Titanic Disaster / La tragédie du Titanic
Facts and fiction to mark the 100th anniversary of the ill-fated voyage.
Ages 9-12. Registration. / Histoires et récits pour souligner le 100e anniversaire du premier et dernier voyage du dit « Insubmersible ». Pour
les 9 à 12 ans. Inscription.
(Bilingual) Friday Mar 16, (2 pm) (1 hr)./ (Bilingue) Vendredi 16 mars,
(14 h) (1 h)
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David
McGuinty

Vibrant cities lead to strong economies,
not the other way around
Does a strong economy lead to a healthy, caring and inclusive
community, or does a strong community contribute to a healthy,
diverse and resilient economy? And if you want both — I assume
we all would — where should we focus our efforts?
We often hear that building financial prosperity should be our
greatest priority because our society’s success depends on it.
First, attract employers by reducing regulatory barriers, decreasing
business taxes, and offering incentives to set up shop. This
will naturally lead to more jobs, strong fiscal growth, corporate
philanthropy and, eventually, safe streets, good schools, thriving
cultural institutions and happy residents. Right?
Well, it turns out this thinking may be backwards. An extensive
study by Gallup and the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation
found that it is actually by creating strong emotional bonds, by
understanding and building “attachment” between residents and
their community, that we can most effectively achieve our goals.
Cities that prioritize these so-called “soft” investments fare best
socially and economically, even in a recession.
The groundbreaking study is part of the Knight Soul of the
Community project (www.soulofthecommunity.org), launched
in 2008 to answer the question: What attaches people to their
communities? By interviewing 43,000 people in 26 cities,
researchers found that emotional attachment is a reliable indicator
of overall community health and, ultimately, greater economic
success. The more residents feel attached to where they live, the
more likely they are to stay in, care about, invest in and boost the
reputation of their hometown.

Member of Parliament - Ottawa South

My office provides information on the services offered by the
Government of Canada, including:
The Canada Pension Plan;
Old Age Security;
Guaranteed Income Supplement;
Small Business Assistance;
Citizenship Inquiries;

Canadian Passports;
Immigration Matters;
Grants & Funding;
Student Loans; and
Taxation Issues.

If I can ever be of assistance to you, please contact my office.

David McGuinty, M.P.

Hard Work - Dedication - Public Service

Constituency Office
1883 Bank Street
Ottawa, Ontario
K1V 7Z9

Tel: 990-8640
Fax: 990-2592
Email:
david.mcguinty@parl.gc.ca

Of 11 community characteristics rated by the study, the top three
are:
Social Offerings, in the form of places and activities that give
residents a chance to meet each other and to feel that people care
about each other
Openness, in terms of how welcoming the community feels to
different types of people, including families with young children,
new graduates, immigrants, etc.
Aesthetics, defined as an area’s beauty and physical setting,
including parks and green spaces
Interestingly, the economy and safety are in the bottom half of the
list. Even more striking, there was a very clear correlation across
all communities between “soul” and local economic growth. This is
important because a strong local economy is not just good in and
of itself; it creates the ability to invest locally and meet residents’
needs.
The researchers’ findings were consistent regardless of city size,
geography and political culture. So, although it’s an American
study, it holds an important lesson for Ottawa: A community with
soul will take care of people’s needs, attract employers and create
employment. But if we focus too narrowly on attracting employers
and generating tax dollars, we will not necessarily take care of
people’s most important needs.
I vote for a city with soul, with strong community attachment
supporting a healthy economy. Where shall we start? I welcome
your comments on this and other issues.
Councillor David Chernushenko
613-580-2487 | David.Chernushenko@Ottawa.ca
www.capitalward.ca

Food for Thought?

Submitted by Donna Silver
Author unkown.
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Rob Campbell
OCDSB Trustee Zone 9
Rideau-Vanier/Capital
rob@ocdsvzone9.ca
613 323-7803

Board Budget
Our annual budget cycle has started up and I'd be interested
in any ideas community members have on what we need more
of and what we could do with less of and indeed what is just
right and not to be played with. We are sitting on some modest
reserves at the moment, more by accident than design, but
we are projecting a stand pat or maybe shrinking budget year
nevertheless over all.
The Province has flagged that it wishes to hold education sector
costs to 1% for next school year though its detailed grants
package information will not be released to Boards until maybe
April. This is going to be less than inflation and may be the lay
of the land for more than one year as the Province keeps its
belt tight. So, any scraps of reserves lying about will disappear
pretty quickly and our budget also may need to shrink in real
dollar terms. Depending on what happens, we need to be able
to react by cutting more or cutting less. Our staff have, over
the past few months, been going through their departmental
budgets cost centre by cost centre and challenging all spending.

Our budget process is a little kooky as we must make a decision
to spend about 70% of our budget - teacher and principal staffing
- by March, before we know the grants, due to legacy collective
agreement provisions binding us to staffing notices by then. The
non teacher-staffing component is usually decided on by June in
our budget calendar. Also, it is not clear which of the Drummond
Commission's recent recommendations for cuts to programs
and services in publicly funded education the government will
or will not act on as part of its forthcoming budget. A lot is up in
the air right now this way.
Add to this a lack of clarity around Provincial funding of all
School Boards' basic salaries going forward, and this could
get real fun. All teacher groups, and indeed all other employee
groups all boards in Ontario, all have their multi-year collective
agreements expire at once this coming August. While local
Boards hold the pen in the end re details of staffing, hiring,
benefits, responsibilities and work conditions, and theoretically
salary, the basic salary question is entirely dependent of
course on what the Province will fund and there is some central
negotiation ongoing now at Queen's Park this way.
We recently approved a consultation plan to involve the public,
with web comments, school council consultation, letters to
stakeholders, etc. In the months ahead, if you have views on
our budget then please let me know. All Ontario school boards
will experience an entertaining budget process this time around!
If you have a suggestion or a concern, or would like to be added to my
e-newsletter list, then please contact me via rob@ocdsbzone9.ca or at
323-7803. Meeting and document info available at www.ocdsb.ca
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1145 Heron Road
Ottawa ON K1V 6B5
Tel: 613-731-8752 / 613-731-8758

Pizza Special

Combination
Specials
Medium Pepperoni Pizza
20 wings
Pitcher of House Draught Beer
$29.50 (+ tax)
- OR Medium Pizza, one topping
Pitcher of House Draught Beer
$23.95 (+ tax)
Mon - Thurs

Combination or Hawaiian
Medium = $14.50 (+tax)
Large = $15.50 (+tax)

4pm to closing

(Dine In Only)

Includes 2 canned soft drinks

O’Brien’s Eatery and Pub congratulates
the Heron Park Hackers on their victory game, and
encourages residents to come in from the cold to
enjoy our friendly atmoshphere, large tv screens and
good food and drinks at reasonable prices.

O’Brien’s Pub Hours:
Monday- Saturday 11 am - 1 am
Sunday 12 pm - 11 pm

Cedars and Company Hours
9 am - 10 pm
7 days a week

Paid advertising

